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Most of the farms in the corn belt have persisted as "family 
farms';. Pioneer corn belt agriculture was largely "subsistence" 
farming. Families were self-employed and any income realized 
above a living was represented almost entirely in a little improve
ment in the farm. 

As improvements in production came, farmers began to emphasize 
producing for the market, hiring labor and acquiring more land, in 
addition to making as much of the living as possible directly from 
the farm. Thus they came to expect more than just a living, and 
accumulating and investing savings became the rule for most 
families. 

The distinction drawn here between a "subsistence farm" and a 
"family farm" lies in the ,ability of the latter to realize savings over 
and above living. The operators of family farms can incur debts, 
retire these debts and thus expect to accumulate something beyond 
current living requirements, while on subsistence farms savings or . 
accumulations are out of the question. 

In more recent years a third class of farm units has become more 
prominent, namely, strictly "commercial farms". These farms differ 
from the family farm chiefly in that they hire practically all the 
labor and frequently the management. ' On the family farm the man
agement and practically all the labor are not cash charges because 
these functions are performed by members of the family, who are 
at the same time the owners of the business, or by exchanging labor 
with neighbors. Thus, on the family farm, wages are more like 
dividends, paid if the income permits ; while on the commercial farm 
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the labor and management bill is usually a cash charge against the 
earnings of the business. 

By far the greater majority of farms in the corn belt today will 
fall in the class of family farms. There are, however, far too many 
subsistence farms and an increasing number of commercial farms. 
The family farm has from its beginning been associated with social 
and economic stability and a most attractive way of life in the open 
country. 

The very fact that the family farm has persisted as the most com
mon way of farming and living in the country, while in industrial 
life the corporation has appeared and in a large measure submerged 
the individual business enterprise, must mean that in the agricul
tural industry the family farm offers some very decided advantages 
or that agriculture is not highly adapted to corporate organization. 
There are a number of very obvious reasons why the family farm 
has remained a distinct feature of the agricultural industry. 

The family farm is based on the family as a unit. All members 
of the family work_together until the children reach their majority, 
or even longer. Boys and girls are thus closely associated with their 
parents and work with them, performing tasks usually well adapted 
to the . particular strength and skill of the child. All members of 
the family accept the condition that their earnings for the year will 
be dependent on the year's outcome of their farm business. Little 
thought is given to asking or receiving cash wages for service. All 
members expect a living and a share in those rewards beyond a 
living. There is generally a lot of hard work associated with their 
activity, and the work is not always in pleasant weather or under 
the best of circumstances. They early learn to accept responsi
bilities for tasks which must be regularly done, and to exercise 
ingenuity in finding other ways to get the job done if one way 
doesn't seem to work. The family also learns to appreciate living 
and working with plants and animals, and how to cooperate with 
nature to get the best possible results. 

Most farm families count as an important part of their income 
the deep satisfaction they feel when they see the results of a success
ful year's work. They also value highly the privilege of working 
under their own direction and with other members of the family 
rather than under a boss or a foreman . and with people whom · they 
know only in the factory or merchandising establishment. Farm 
people must also value highly the privilege of living in the open 
country and most of the time outdoors. In no other way can we 
explain the willingness of farm people to remain in agriculture 
where hard work is the rule, where money incomes .are generally 
modest, and where usua.lly a change to a new · kind of vocation is 
undertaken only when they see no reasonable chance of establishing 

. themselves in farming. Even then they seldom cease to look back 
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on their early years on the farm with deep appreciation, and harbor 
a longing to return some day to the farm. 

There is just as much variation in ability and accomplishment 
among farm people as in any other class. There seems to be less 
of an inclination to develop class consciousness at the different levels 
of ability. Farmers seem more inclined to be thoroughly democratic, 
deeply concerned about neighbors' misfortunes, and fully informed 
of neighbors' problems and successes. 

Farming Undergoes Many Changes 
A greatly increased use of machinery and power in farming and 

. the change in public attitude toward laborers, wages, hours, and 
working conditions seem to be having some important effects on 
agriculture which the family farm cannot escape. In the past, boys 
and girls from family farms have found it feasible either to pursue 
the profession of agriculture as farm operators when they reached 
adulthood or to find places in urban life and industry where they 
would have reasonable prospects of advancement. It appears now 
that unless some rather important reforms are adopted in the open 
country, it will be more difficult for the young man to get a reason
able start at farming. 

His prospects in non-farm industries also, are likewise less attrac
tive than they were in former years. This is true because of 
increasing control of labor organizations on the one hand and the 
dominance of corporate enterprise on the other, besides being not 
so well suited to the farm boy's background and training. 

Agriculture requires so much capital for effective operation that 
the young man becomes discouraged at the prospect. There is to 
be acquired a great fund of information which is necessary to 
successful operation of the farm. Farming is no longer based so 
exclusively on community experience. New types of equipment, new 
practices, and new skills are necessary. The expense account for 
a year's operation and for living has greatly expanded. The market
ing of farm products has become a science in itself. A great fund 
of scientific knowledge is necessary fo.r the successful production 
of crops or livestock. Many s$!rvices once performed by the operator 
and his family are now hired as a matter of course. Where labor 
must be hired, wages comparable to those prevailing in nearby urban 
industries must be paid.··: 'l'his greatly increases the risk, as well as 
the capital and management requirements for successful farm oper~ 
ation. 

Labor Situation Has Changed Greatly 
The farmer's children because of their own educatio:o.al schedules 

are not so effective in helping on the farm as children were forty 
years ago. This necessitates the substitution of hired labor for 
much of the work children once performed. Unpaid family labor 
and the contribution of owned capital are no longer sufficient to 
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absorb the shock of fluctuating margins between costs and income. 
The laborer avail able for work on farms used to be in a lmost every 

instance a neighboring farm boy, who had grown up in the com
munity and who knew how things are done, and what the require
ments of a good farm worker are. Now the available labor supply 
is much less freq uently the neighbor boy. The worker often comes 
from some distant community and expects to be provided wages 
and working cond itions comparable to those in urban communit ies. 
Where the farm hand of forty years ago was most often kept in the 
home and treated about as a member of the family, now he frequently 
prefers his own living facilities. The employer, likewise, is not so 
willing to keep this laborer in his home. 

Farming Requires More Equipment and Power 
The outlay for equipment and power today is often as large as the 

farmer's equity in his entire plant was forty years ago. If an 
operator does not have these facilities, th e effective use of hi s own 
t ime is greatly impaired. Acres must be covered more rapidly with 
fewer hours of man labor to prevent costs of production from rising 
mat erially. In most other industries cost s are falling faster than 
wages are rising, so that wages will buy more goods, services and 

Labor sllvinlr devices .... . labor and prev&nt 10 ... of croJN!. With a tuctor and this hom emade 
.WOOI! rake the operator can Nil>lace three men In ma.kinlr hay or thr ... hlnJr lrraln. 

conveniences than they formerly purchased. If agriculture's living 
level is maintained, it will be necessary to achieve somehow the same 
results. The family farm will require a full complement of im
proved tools and improved ways of doing things. Public regulation 
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is now in the farming field not only in the kind and size of enter
prise but in conditions under which products must be produced in 
order that they may be sold. 

Since the land in the corn belt was first settled, there has existed 
a process of soil depletion which only recently has been given 
deserved recognition. Not yet do we fully realize how important 
this is. There must inevitably be a great change in methods and 
practices which will avoid this soil depletion. These changes will 
definitely increase capital outlays and maintenance costs. 

Can Agriculture Keep Its Costs in Line? 
As has been intimated, it seems that agriculture must follow the 

example and profit by the experience of industry in order to 
compet~ with industry in procuring capital and lap or, and to keep 
its costs in line with costs in oth~!' a.ctivities. Many of the larger 
and better organized farm units are successfully moving in this 
direction. These highly commercializ'ed farm units are influencing 
costs in the same manner, though perhaps not to the degree that 
industrial costs have been influenced. In spite of rising wage 
scales, they are reducing costs while improving the quality and 
volume of output per worker. The family farm operator may not 
be quite able to dupUcate the highly commercialized farm situation 
in this respect, but he can approach it. Certainly he cannot afford 
to resist the adoption of every practicable means of reducing costs 
per unit of product. 

Developments Which Will Greatly Affect Agriculture 
The more significant developments which seem to give agriculture 

and especially the family farm cause for concern will include the 
following: (1) The general trend toward greater industrialization 
and consequent substitution of machines and power for men; (2) the 
accepted public policy of increased regulation of hours, wages and 
working conditions; (3) the increased difficulty of acquiring owner
ship or some comparable security of occupancy of a farm in one 
man's lifetime; (4) the necessity of conserving and restoring the 
soils of our farms. 

It is not to be expected that agriculture can utilize machines and 
power to the extent which they are used in industry. Assembly line 
methods in crop production has not yet been devised. The productive 
powers of all the acres of a farm cannot be assembled in one spot, 
poured into a high-powered machine on a concrete foundation and 
emerge as milk, pork, beef, eggs, wool, cotton or fruit graded and 
packed ready for the retail market. The price of the product is 
seldom known until after production is completed. ' Thus high costs 
may easily be followed by low prices or the reverse. 
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The family farm operator cannot go as far as the operator of a 
larger agricultural unit, but he can do many things which will 
permit him to approach industry in effectiveness. On most farms 
the individual worker does not work with a power unit of sufficient 
size. Where he has been driving two horses he should be driving 
four, or have a mechanical setup which will cover more acres in an 
hour than he has been covering in the same unit of time. This 
means he can afford higher wages per hour for what work he must 
hire. If he does the work himself, his family will realize the higher 
wage rate. Operators who have gone in this direction have been 
able to increase their output per worker by some 50 to 200 per cent. 

Labor Economy in Livestock Production 
It is very difficult to industrialize livestock production activities. 

While labor requirements in crop production have been reduced as 
much as 50 to 70 per cent with some enterprises, yet with li vestock 
all of the study which has been given to the enterprises has resulted 
in only a small decrease in labor requirements per head. 

UtHlzlng CfOPS with Improved Iiv ... tock produces more meat or milk per animal. thua 
inereasin&, output per hour <>f labor. 

It is possible with livestock to make great increases in produc
tivity per animal, thus increasing the output per hour of labor. This 
is feasible with most classes of livestock. It takes little more time 
to care for a flock of hens with an average production of 160 eggs 
per year than for one with an 80 egg production level, but the 
output is double. 
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There is one significant difference between livestock and crop 
labor in achieving economies. Crop labor is rush season labor, 
consequently it is high priced. Much of livestock labor on the 
other hand is non-rush-season labor. Thus the greater saving has 
been in t he more expensive hours. 

Hired Labor or Family Labor? 
The family farm has another problem in connection with labor 

saving. If labor is hired, every hour saved reduces the expense 
account by that amount. On the other hand if the labor is pro
vided by the family, an hour saved on an enterprise does not 
improve the year's income unless that labor is utilized in some other 
productive way. Workers on the family farm who are members of 
t he family may be idle but t heir living costs continue and the 
operat ing costs of the farm are not reduced. Thus fami ly farm 
operators cannot reduce cost s by the simple expedient of laying off 
workers when those wor kers are members of the fami ly. Ljkewise, 
costs are not increased by increasing t he amount of prod uctive 
employment of these family workers . 

En terprloe. in which all membera of t h f amily can help-such as r ardenin Jl". home cannlnr 
and many other ta8lc&-add rredly to family Income and satllfactlon. 

The family farm operator's problem becomes one of providing a 
maximum of high income employment for members of his family and 
filling in the remaining hours of the year with work which, while 
less profitable, still returns more than the cost of materials involved 
in such work. Even a small margin between material outlays and 
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the val ue of the product will increase the farm income by just that 
amount. This explains the persistence on our corn belt fami ly farms 
of many productive activities wh ich are not sufficiently productive 
to be justified if they had to be conducted entirely with hired labor. 

Exchange of Labor and Equipment 
The farm operators in a community of family farms fo ll ow another 

practice whi ch is a very definite advantage, namely, that of exchan g
ing labor and use of equipment with neighbors. There are many 
activities whi ch require more than the work force of a s in gle farm. 
Where farmers can "double up" with neighbors, these activit ies are 
effectively done without the introduction of wage workers . This 
also applies to the ownership of some of the improved machines 
which are great labor savers. For illustration, an operator may 
justify the purchase of a corn picker if he knows a neighbor will 
share in the use of that picker at a reasonable charge even though 
the owner himself may have on ly a part of the necessary acres to 
make the machine practicable. Thus two neighbors make possible 
the use of important labor-saving equipment when one a lone could 
hardly justify it. 

Cooperative ownership of eq ulpmen_.h eep dipping tank, grain combine., tractor, or 
terracina' equlpmen~ld. In flna.ndnll' .the family-.I~ed farm. 

Farming practices more recently developed in the corn belt have 
further favored the persistence of the family farm. The use of 
hybrid seed and commercial fertiliz'er have increased the output per 
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hour of labor just as the improved productiveness of animals has 
done. Cultural practices such as the harvesting of crops with 
animals have reduced labor requirements. In some communities 
school hours are adjusted for critical labor periods. 

Custom Hire of Equipment for Short-Time Operations 
It may be desirable for farm operators, who have done everything 

they can to increase their own accomplishments per hour of labor, 
to readjust their ideas of the wage they can afford to pay for short
time expert labor and equipment s~rvice in critical periods. For 
illustration, if the operator of a reasonably equipped farm can, by 
hiring a few days help from expert workmen with modern equip
ment, avoid having to hire year 'round help, he may easily justify 
the payment of an unusually high wage for those few days of extra 
assistance. Thus for short-time needs a farm operator whose family 
does the work for most of the year on the farm may easily compete 
with industrial wages for a short period of assistance by highly 
skilled workers. 

Cost of "Furnish" is Less on the Family Farm 
Another advantage which the family farm operator can utilize is 

that of providing "furnish" or "accommodations" for the help he 
must hire. He is much more likely to be able to offer accommoda
tions to workers than is the highly commercialized farm. He also 
has the advantage that his own capital and his own family provide 
the accommodations, while if they are supplied on a commercial 
farm they must usually be provided at retail price rates. If a 
worker temporarily employed on a farm must live in town and 
travel back and forth, his money wage must be more than the urban 
rate by the cost of traveling back and forth. If the farm can provide 
him with living quarters and board, the wage can be Less than the 
urban wage by living and transportation costs. In this case the money 
wage equivalent to non~farm employment opportunities will be greatly 
reduced. Products which the farm furnishes toward a worker's 
living are properly charged against the labor bill at producer prices. 
If, on the other hand, the cash wage paid the worker is the urban 
wage plus transportation, this wage must cover the worker's living 
costs at retail prices. The difference between these two prospects 
may easily be as much as 50 or 75 per cent. 

Sharing the Product with Hired Labor 
A further means which operators of family farms can use to more 

nearly compete with industrial wages is to give the worker a share 
in planning and in the product in addition to a money wage. This 
gives the worker more than a mere wage interest in doing a good 
job and getting high production. This has been used for years in 
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many instances. It is treated in more detail in other publications 
of this Experiment Station (Circular 272), so is not discussed at 
length here. 

Family Labor Supply Is Elastic 
The family farm operator, because he is able ' to use the labor of 

members of the family in short rush periods when such help is not 
needed throughout the year, has an added advantage. Year 'round 
help generally works at a lower rate per hour than does temporary 
help. The commercial farm operator who must hire all his labor is, 
therefore, faced with the question of whether or not to' employ 
year 'round help and have that labor on hand at times when he 
does not really need it, or to depend on hiring short-time help at 
much higher rates. It is a question of net total cost. The family 
labor supply is almost on a yearly basis with a contingent wage rate. 
The family farm operator may have all members of his family busy 
in rush work periods without increasing his cash expense account for 
hired labor. Then when the rush period is over, the family returns 
to its usual non-farm work activities. This situation will continue 
to be of increasing importance as commercial wage rates rise. 

Improvements are Needed on Many Farms 
Outlays for maintaining the farm and its improvements cannot 

much longer be postponed. Many,of our farms do not show that a 
larger cash outlay for improvements is required, mainly because 
capital has not been used to keep improvements abreast of - other 
advances. The typical situation in most farming communities is 
that the farm is facing the necessity of early replacement of many 
of the improvements. The farm will bring about as much now with 
many of the improvements either about wornout or .obsolete as it 
will bring when these improvements are replaced with new ones. 
The common experience of operators is that after they have put a 
good, new building on a farm the value of the total 'property has 
increased either not at all or by only a very small fraction of the 
cost of the improvement. Few experienced prospective purchasers 
of farms today fail to recognize that for many available farm units, 
considerabJe ou~lays for improvement will soon be required. 

Advantages in Livestock Farming 
The tendency to emphasize livestock gives the family farm an 

advantage in soil fertility maintenance. There is also an intimate 
relationship between the problem of conservation and improvement 
of the soil and the tendency in the corn belt for family farms to 
emphasize livestock. Many of our better cropping methods ' and 
practices from a conservation standpoint would be impracticable 
except for livestock. . Many of the crops thus grown are marketable 
only through animals or in the .form of animal products. There are 
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many examples where this combination of soil conserving practices 
and livestock have materially increased receipts from sales and at 
the same time have improved the productivity of the soi l. 

Good paBtur"" availabl& as n arly the year around lUI p08ollbl. reduce labor coot. and 
increu. total production. 

Gains from Soil Building Are Cumulative 
The effect of these restoration methods and practices is to add 

materially to living and savings possibilities on the family farm. 
Net increases in production have more than a proportional effect on 
income available for living and saving. For illustration, suppose 
the production per acre of a field is increased by two units through 
soi l improvement practices and that the cost of this improvement 
is one unit. The cost is added to the original gross cost while the 
gain of one unit is added to the net income which is always a 
smaller figure. For instance, if the original cost was 15 units, 
adding one more unit of cost for the soil improvement practice would 
make the total 16. If the yield were increased from 18 units to 20, 
the result is a 11 per cent increase in yield, a 7 per cent increase in 
cost, but an increase of one-third in income available for living 
and saving. 

Many family farms with an excessive debt burden have not been 
able to fo llow a vigorous conservation policy. Also, because of lack 
of recognition of what is occurring, many farms without a debt 
burden have neglected the' matter of conservation. Such farms can-
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not continue to compet e with a commercial agriculture which rigidly 
observes conservati on pr inciples. 

P ublic aid designed to restore the soil can scar cely be justified 
on any basis other than that of full cooper ation and parti cipation 
by t he farm family. P ublic subsidy t o improve living levels will 
not generally be appr oved by f a rmer s unless th ey feel they ar e 
making a comparable contribution through better maintenance of 
the soil. 

Soil improvement .!rained throu8'h soil tnatment. eroeJon control, crop rotation and livestock 
farmin l' increases output and adds to the satisfaetion of fanninI' . 

Approximately one-fourth of our family farm operators are now 
producing twice as much as the averag farm produces and four 
times as much as the least successful one-fourth. These operators 
are able to do this by us ing the best known methods and practices 
and careful p lanning and execution of the plan. These operators 
will have little difficulty in keeping abreast of developments in 
other industries. The average family farm operator will find it 
necessary to utilize more of the available aids if he is to continue 
to maintaiu a comparable living level. There is little doubt but 
that we have not as yet utilized the advantages of improved equip
ment, improved seeding methods and practices, the best possible 
breeding facilities, and other improvements. A full use of these 
possibilities will simplify the problem for the great middle group 
of our family farm operators. 
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Relative Importance on Land and Family Living 
Finally, most farm operators could , profitably re-evaluate the 

relative importance of land and the family and their living level 
when it comes to deciding what share of the farm income should 
be allotted to each of these two productive powers. On the highly 
commercialized farm this is not much of a problem because the 
complicating factor of unpaid management and family labor does not 
enter. The amount of income which is credited to capital directly 
affects land value and likewise that amount available for the family's 
living determines the level of living of that family. Land values are 
increased and living levels depressed by allotting more of the 
income to the land and less to the family. The tendency in the past 
has been to favor land. The result has been higher land values and 
lower living levels than may have been ideal for agriculture. 

,The tendency in other industries, sanctioned by public policy, is to 
minimize earnings of capital and emphasiz'e rewards to labor. If 
agriculture refuses to move in this direction, the level of living on 
the farm will suffer by comparison. The available evidence indi
cates that operating capital, management, labor and land contribute 
to production in decreasing amounts in about this order. Despite 
this evidence, land sales records show that for the last 120 years, 
except for short periods of time, land sales values have advanced. 
This cannot have been due to constantly increased contributions by 
the land. It has probably been at the expense of family living level 
improvement. It is to be hoped that more attention will be paid to 
improving the family living level, maintaining the productivity of 
lands and not enhancing the value of land on any basis other than 
the actual improvement of its productivity. 

Cash Operating Costs Are Greater 
Cash operating costs have gradually increased with almost every 

single item in that increase appearing now as a necessary cost. 
Many of the costs once incurred were non-cash costs. There were 
woodlots on the farm or nearby which served as a source of raw 
materials for buildings and fences. This timber could be sawed 
into building materials on a share basis, thus avoiding cash out
lays. Fence posts and frequently all fencing materials were pro
vided by the far:ql. N ow most or all of the building and fencing 
costs are for materials which must be purchased. 

Much more machinery is now essential. This machinery requires 
money for the purchase price and also for maintenance. Automo
biles and trucks are now essential in most cases, and they call for 
added cash outlays for operation and maintenance. . 

Seed is less often produced on the farm where it must be used. 
This has probably resulted in a better average quality of seed being 
used now than formerly. 
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Taxes have increased in response to the necessity for supporting 
highly desirable community improvements and conveniences. Breed
ers associations and farm organizations require dues. Greatly 
increased needs for medicines, serums, and disinfectants are expe
rienced on all farms. 

Frequently today a well equipped farm will have more capital 
devoted to equipment and operation of the farm than is represented 
in the farm itself. " " 

Living Costs, Also, Are Higher 
With most farm families,cash living costs are much higher than 

they were even as recently as a quarter of a century ago. It is not 
unusual for cash requirements for family needs to be three or four 
times as much as they were at the beginning of this century. There 
is no intent to criticize this trend. It has made farm life much more 
livable and has greatly increased the effectiveness and ease with 
which farmers carryon their production activities. Contracting 
for a constant annual expense for electric lights and service on the 
farm has probably done more to make farm living facilities compare 
favorably with urban conveniences than any other improvement we 
have made in the past century. This has persuaded farmers to do 
that which many have felt they should have done much earlier, 
namely, use a larger portion of the annual farm income to provide 
conveniences and comforts of living rather than to capitalize this 
income into higher and higher land values. 

It must be recogniz"ed that these conditions have made it more 
difficult to accumulate sufficient savings to finance the purchase 
of a farm and thereby acquire that security of occupancy which un
doubtedly represents the most desirable situation for the farm 
family. It may be a reflection on our ingenuity that there has not 
yet been developed a means other than almost full ownership of the 
land operated to assure a worthy farm family of continued occupancy 
of the farm. There are many advantages enjoyed by families who 
know they can remain on a farm if they wish. This satisfaction 
and this advantage are especially significant with the family on a 
family farm unit. 

Permanency of Tenure ' Becomes More Important 
Unquestionably the significance attached to permanency of resi

dence on a particular farm is increasing. While the land itself may 
be contributing less, undoubtedly its home and community aspects 
are contributing more to the satisfaction which the operator and 
his family feel because of the permanent character of their resi
dence. There is little doubt that farm families do a more complete 
job of maintenance and improvement ' of the farm when they know 
they will be permitted to enjoy such improvements in subsequent 
years. 
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Only the Sale of Products Will Pay the Mortgage 
The only way the mortgage can be paid is from the sale of 

products. Income in the form of satisfaction will not directly help 
to retire the debt. If it takes more of the income from sale of 
products for operations and upkeep, then unless production is in
creased thereby, there will be less left to devote to paying for the 
farm . . Not many families would be justified in materially lowering, 
for an extended period of time, an already modest level of living 
in order to acquire title to a farm. 

The present preponderance of fixed term loans in the purchase of 
farms is regarded as most unfortunate and will almost certainly 
lead to emharrassment. However, something has been done to im
prove this situation. Many mortgages are written with much greater 
flexibility and are, therefore, better adapted to the situation on a 
farm. Long term loans with variable payment features and permis
sion to build reserves to meet embarrassing years are real accomplish
ments. There is also some tendency for long leases to be used on 
rented farms, and such a lease gives the occupier and his family 
almost as much advantage as if he were attempting to pay for the 
farm. Tenants under these conditions are better situated than are 
owners with an excessive mortgage burden. 

Family Farm Offers Lower Maintenance Cost 
The family farm operator and his co-workers have a definite' ad

vantage over the strictly commercial farm from the standpoint of 
cost of maintaining and improving the productivity of the land. 
Wages are not likely to constitute a satisfactory substitute for a 
proprietorship interest, so the farm owner and his family may be 
expected to devote more conscientious attention to conservation and 
improvement of the soil than would be given by hired employees. 
The advantage is even greater than this. The farm family can 
perform many of the operations of maintenance and improvement 
at times when their service is little needed for current production 
activities. Thus the cost of providing the labor of maintenance and 
improvement is much less than if that work is hired at commercial 
wage rates. This is where the principle of "opportunity costs" gives 
a decided advantage to the family farm. 
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